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PLAYING WITH INFORMATION IN THE STARFLEET ACADEMY:
GAMIFYING THE FOR-CREDIT CLASS
STEPHANIE CROWE
OVERVIEW
In the Fall 2017 semester, two Research and Instructional Services librarians at the University of North Carolina
Wilmington piloted a for-credit course in our Honors College. Entitled “Pandemic: Playing with Information, Misinformation, and
Disinformation,” this class was an introduction to issues such as information credibility, the transmission of scholarly information
to the public sphere, “fake news,” and the value of information. We used gamification and gaming principles throughout the class to
create an immersive learning environment for the students. This paper will describe the class, including the concept behind it, the
planning process, the topics covered, the student experience, and thoughts for future semesters.

CLASS CONCEPT AND PLANNING
Gamification in Information Literacy Instruction
Gamification, the integration of game concepts in a non-game situation, has been used in a number of settings, including
education. The aim of gamification in an educational environment is to increase student motivation and engagement by applying
features such as competition, challenges that move students toward defined objectives, and the accumulation of points (Kiryakova,
Angelova, & Yordanova, 2014).
Gamification is not a new concept in academic library information literacy instruction. There are a number of examples of
game-based learning in one-shot sessions, generally with the aim of increasing student learning and retention of information
(Margino, M., 2013; Smale, M., 2011; Smith, A.-L., & Baker, L., 2011; Tekulve, Cowden, & Myers, 2015). There are even several
examples from LOEX 2018 (Boucher, T., Flores, L., & Ballengee, M, 2018; Kermit-Canfield, M., & Maixner, G., 2018; Stern, L.,
2018; Weller, L., & Kelley, K., 2018). Most of these examples involve developing your own game for use in information literacy
instruction, while some apply existing smartphone apps to information literacy needs.
Our Class Idea
At the same time that game-based learning in academic libraries has been gaining traction, tabletop board games have
undergone a revival—in particular, strategy-based games (sometimes known as Eurogames or Euro-style games) that deemphasize
luck as a means to victory. One such example, published in 2008, is called Pandemic. Pandemic is a cooperative game in which
players act as various medical researchers (for instance, a scientist, a medic, and a quarantine specialist) to save the world from four
deadly diseases.
More recently, in 2015, the Pandemic game designers published a version of the game called Pandemic Legacy. In the
“legacy” version of Pandemic, the game starts out the same as traditional Pandemic, but contains a story arc that is played out over
a series of twelve missions corresponding to the months of the year. Participants complete these missions as discrete game sessions
and are instructed in what to do, and what is happening in the story, by a deck of cards included in the game. The game unfolds
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differently for different groups depending on the actions that they take, but the overall structure remains the same. During the course
of the game, players must tear up cards, put stickers on the board, and otherwise deface the game. At the end of all twelve missions,
the game cannot be replayed.
Our idea for this class was to have students play through Pandemic Legacy outside of class over the course of the semester,
with each week in the semester corresponding to one mission. Then, we would develop an immersive learning environment in which
students, during the class sessions, would learn about information-related concepts throughout the semester that were generated from
the gameplay. Pandemic Legacy was ideal for using in a class for two main reasons: 1) the legacy concept meant that students would
not be playing the same exact game over and over again but would have different goals and a different storyline each time they sat
down to play, and 2) the cooperative nature of the game encouraged a focus on team-building rather than competition.
We were able to propose and teach this class because at the University of North Carolina Wilmington (UNCW), librarians
are classified as faculty, and any faculty member can propose and teach a class in the Honors College. Students in the Honors College
are required to take a one-credit Honors Enrichment Seminar twice while they are at UNCW. Honors Enrichment Seminars cover a
wide variety of topics (other topics that were taught in Fall 2017 included “A Brief History of Artificial Intelligence in Film” and
“Disney, Food, and Self-Discovery”) and depend entirely on the faculty members who propose them. While the one-credit format
was not ideal for our purposes because it did not allow time for students to play the game in class or for us cover any topic in much
detail, it did offer us a somewhat low-pressure forum to experiment.
Planning and Student Learning Outcomes
Once our class proposal was accepted, we began the process of planning the course by enlisting several volunteers from
among our colleagues in the Research and Instructional Services division to play each mission of the game as a group. During each
session, we brainstormed ideas for how the game might connect to a class on information. For example, the person playing the
researcher character in the game performs a function called “share knowledge,” and we discussed how the class might include a unit
on how knowledge is shared in real life either among researchers or disseminated from the scholarly arena to the public sphere.
Another example involves the players discovering in a later mission that a seemingly trustworthy source of information has actually
been spreading false information the entire time. We brainstormed about how we might connect this discovery either to a lesson on
information credibility or to one on fake news.
At this point, we also developed student learning outcomes (SLOs) for the class, which were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be familiar with various types of information and understand their differences and similarities;
Be able to use information literacy skills to evaluate various forms of information;
Be able to locate and access relevant sources of information;
Be able to cooperate in a team to use information to solve problems.

CLASS CONTENT AND STRUCTURE
Our goal was for the class to be as immersive as possible so that the in-class experience would mirror the Pandemic
gameplay that took place outside of class. To that end, we decided that we would act as though the students were new employees at
a fictional Wilmington branch of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Prior to the first day of class, before students
knew anything about the class beyond the course description, we sent all of the students a “congratulations and welcome to the CDC”
email (see Appendix A). We also structured the syllabus as though students were receiving classified information that they would
need in their fight against the spread of epidemics. We titled it “Confidential Dossier,” included a “classified” watermark, and called
the class outline a “weekly mission guide” to mirror the structure of the Pandemic game (see Appendix B for the first page of the
syllabus). We also planned game-based in-class learning activities with the goal of further immersing the students in the information
environment.
In addition, the semester-long assignments helped the students connect the game to the class topics, further immersed them
in their role as pseudo-CDC researchers, and allowed them to apply the skills that they had learned throughout the class. One of
these assignments, a weekly research log (see Appendix C), was where student teams recorded their Pandemic game experience
each week and explored that mission’s connections to the upcoming class discussion topic. This assignment had the dual purpose of
verifying that students were playing the game as assigned (and playing it correctly) and encouraging students to think about
information in the game context.
The second overarching class assignment was a survival kit (see Appendix D), in which the student teams were assigned a
real-life epidemic (Ebola, Zika, influenza, malaria, or cholera). Students completed activities individually or in small groups
throughout the semester that helped them focus on finding different types of information on their assigned epidemic. The survival
kit assignment asked them, as a team, to complete a ten-source annotated bibliography that would give the general public the best
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chance of surviving the epidemic that they were assigned. Then, on the last day of class, we held a “press conference” during which
each team gave a short presentation about their epidemic as though they were CDC staff members helping the public understand
how to survive their given disease. To further gamify this experience, we structured it as a competition and awarded small prizes to
the team that the class voted on as most likely to survive.
Class Topics
We covered the following topics in the class:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information types and formats
Information credibility
Transmission of scholarly information to the public sphere
The value of scholarly information
All about government information
Medical information for the patient and clinician
Fake news
Retractions in scholarly literature
Cultural issues related to health information

In-Class Activity Examples
One particularly effective in-class activity focused on the topic of information credibility. In the Pandemic game outside
class that week, the student teams discovered the game mechanic of quarantine, which allowed them to isolate cities to prevent the
spread of an epidemic. The idea for this class activity was generated from a LOEX 2017 session entitled “Breaking New Ground
with Old Plows: Revitalizing Low-Tech Instruction Tools that (Sometimes) Enable Learners to Grow and Flourish” (Bennet, T. &
Landenberger, A., 2017). For this activity, we divided the class into pairs and at the beginning of the class period we handed out
sealed manila envelopes that stated on the front, “Information Packet Set 1 [or Set 2]. Do Not Open Until Instructed to Do So.” One
person in a pair received Set 1, and one received Set 2. Each packet contained five index cards with citations to information sources
on SARS quarantine. Each Set 1 contained the same sources, as did each Set 2. The packets also contained instructions (see Appendix
E) that indicated that the students, in their roles as CDC researchers, had been assigned to research the effectiveness of quarantine
to limit the spread of SARS. They were instructed to work individually to order their set of index cards from best source to worst,
then to work with their research partner to place all ten citations in order, and finally to record their pair’s order on a whiteboard in
the classroom. After they completed the activity, we had a class discussion about why they put each source where they did in the
order. We discussed issues such as scholarly versus popular information, the publication date, and the source type, emphasizing why
some sources are generally considered more authoritative or credible than others.
The class session on fake news came late in the semester and immediately followed a Pandemic game mission in which it
was revealed that a previously trusted information source had been spreading misinformation the entire time. For this week we first
held a brief class discussion on the concepts of misinformation, disinformation, and fake news, and then each group was given a
printout of a real news story on their team’s real-life epidemic. They were instructed that their CDC research team had been asked
to investigate the veracity of the news story and were given a set of questions to guide them through the process of determining if
their news item was “fake” or not (including having them look it up on Snopes.com, FactCheck.org, or PolitiFact.com).

STUDENT FEEDBACK AND TAKEAWAYS
According to feedback during the semester and evaluations following it, the class was a success. Two themes that appeared
multiple times were that students appreciated the interactive nature of the course and that they really enjoyed playing Pandemic
throughout the class (perhaps a little too much, as when we asked them during a course period if it would have been a good class
without the game, most of them shook their heads no). We also received one comment that the class “helped [them] navigate library
resources more efficiently,” which we definitely viewed as a positive takeaway. Overall, we were satisfied with how the class went
and plan to teach it again in future semesters.
One major area where we see a need for improvement is that students found it difficult to see the connections between the
game and the class, despite our efforts. For next time, we need to make these connections more explicit, which perhaps might be
helped by also making the class experience even more game-based and immersive. We avoided emphasizing the “students as CDC
researchers” concept because we were concerned that the students would view it as over the top, but it is possible that we erred by
making it feel at times more like a traditional class.
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We also see a need to simplify the game mechanics if possible, as some student teams found the rules to be too complicated.
It was clear from the weekly research logs that one team needed a lot of help, as they were losing almost every game (and though
we offered to sit in with them for a game session, they did not take advantage of that offer, understandably). On the other side, one
team was winning every game. Pandemic Legacy is designed to be challenging, so this team was also clearly playing incorrectly,
though we were never able to determine what they were doing wrong.
Finally, for next time, we would like to map the course content more deliberately to the Framework for Information Literacy
for Higher Education. There are clear connections, some of which we looked at after planning the class, but a semester-long course
is a golden opportunity to address a large number of information literacy threshold concepts with one group of students. For future
iterations of the class, we have discussed the idea of having explicit units devoted to different threshold concepts embedded in the
Framework. Now that we have played through Pandemic Legacy ourselves, we can spend more of our preparation time mapping the
Frames and threshold concepts to individual game missions.
Overall, this class was hugely successful as a pilot attempt, and we believe that it was a valuable experience for both students
and instructors.
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APPENDIX A
Dear HON 120-303 students,
Congratulations! You are now the newest employees of the UNCW branch of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). This semester, you will be tasked with investigating deadly epidemics
that have been spreading around the world.
Our first team meeting will be on Monday, August 21 at noon in Randall Library 1039, which is in the
back right corner of the building (go straight back to TAC, the Technology Assistance Center, and
make a right. You will see the room on the left).
Please feel free to contact either of us with questions prior to Monday afternoon (Ms. Crowe –
crowes@uncw.edu; Mr. Osinski – osinskij@uncw.edu). We look forward to working with all of you
this semester and are confident that you can help us save the world!
Sincerely,
Ms. Crowe and Mr. Osinski
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APPENDIX B

CONFIDENTIAL DOSSIER: HON
120-303

Pandemic: Playing with Information, Misinformation, and
Disinformation
Meeting Time: Mondays 12:00-12:50
Meeting Location: Randall Library 1039
Office Locations and Hours:
Ms. Crowe: Tuesdays 10:00-11:00 or by appointment (Randall Library 2058)
Mr. Osinski: Fridays 3:00-4:00 or by appointment (Randall Library 2059)
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

New UNCW CDC Recruits
Ms. Stephanie Crowe (crowes@uncw.edu) and Mr. John Osinski (osinskij@uncw.edu)
Fall 2017
Your Missions

Introduction: Welcome to the UNCW branch of the CDC. We are happy to have you on board. As you
might be aware, we are currently keeping a careful eye on increasingly contagious epidemics that are
spreading through cities all over the world. Our goal this fall is to work in teams to research these epidemics
and do what we can to stop their transmission.
At the outset of the semester, you will be assigned a research team. Your team will have weekly missions
that will lead to the creation of survival kits for individual epidemics. We are trusting you to gain the skills
necessary to save the world!
Included in this dossier is an overarching description of this agency and your job. We have also included a
week-by-week mission guide, though this of course will be subject to change as we continue to gain
knowledge about what we are up against.
Required Texts: You will not need to purchase any texts. During the semester you may be asked to
complete short readings relevant to your research.
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APPENDIX C

HON 120-303 Research Log Book – Weekly Assignment
To keep track of the progress of your missions, your team must complete a
research log book entry each week after your Pandemic Legacy game session.
By the end of the semester, your team should have 13 entries – one for
each “month” of Pandemic Legacy and one for the first week when you will
play regular Pandemic.
Each entry should include the following information. (**Note that your
first log book entry will be about “regular Pandemic,” so some of these
questions will not apply!**)
1. The month that you played (i.e. which mission – January, February,
etc.)
2. How many games did you play? (Reminder: If you win your first game
for the month, you will play once; if you lose your first game for
the month, you will play twice. The maximum number of games you can
play for each month is two, even if you lose both.)
3. For each game played:
a. Did you win or lose?
b. What was your funding level?
c. What roles did you play with (e.g. Medic, Researcher,
Dispatcher), and who played each role?
4. What was the best decision that your team made this month?
5. What would you do differently if you had a chance?
6. Do you have any questions coming out of this week’s mission that
you would like to discuss with the larger group or that you would
like our thoughts on?
7. In one or two sentences, make a connection between the coming
week’s discussion topic (noted in the syllabus) and what has
happened in the game.
8. Include a photo of your game board at the end of the month before
deconstructing it.
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APPENDIX D

HON 120-303 Survival Kit Assignment (50% of total grade)
For this assignment, your team has been assigned a real-life epidemic. Your job as a team is to find and evaluate ten
sources that would give you the best chance of surviving that epidemic. On the last day of class, each team will present
its survival kit to the rest of the class.

Assignment Component 1: Annotated Bibliography (50%)
Description:
For the bibliography, your team should locate ten sources that would give you the best chance of surviving your
assigned epidemic. You will be collecting a variety of sources during the course of the semester that you may choose to
include in your bibliography (or you may find different ones).
You may include any types of sources that you like. The sources, as a whole, should speak to the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

What causes your epidemic?
How does your epidemic spread?
How do you prevent your epidemic from spreading?
Forecasts for potential spread of your epidemic
Survivability and vulnerability

Use these ten sources to generate a bibliography using APA format.
You must also annotate these sources, meaning that each entry should include the following:
•
•
•
•

A bibliographic citation in APA format;
A summary of the source’s content (3-4 sentences);
An evaluation of its credibility (2-3 sentences); and
A justification as to why it would help you survive your epidemic (1-2 sentences).

Assignment Component 2: Press Conference Presentation (50%)

Due Monday, November 27 in class
This is the part where you will promote your survival kit to the rest of the class. Your team will hold a press conference
explaining to the audience how to survive the epidemic you were assigned. You should reference the sources that you
located for your annotated bibliography. Each team’s press conference should be 5 minutes long and may include visual
aids. You may divide up the presentation any way you wish. We also will allow time for questions following each press
conference. Be persuasive! The team that is most convincing, based on an audience vote, will win a prize.
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APPENDIX E
Your instructions
You and your research teammate have been assigned to research the SARS
epidemic and the effect that quarantine might have on containing it.
In this packet are five index cards containing citations to potential
sources on this topic.
1. Spend five minutes individually ordering your citations from best
to worst source. Feel free to make notes on the cards justifying
your decision or brainstorming what information might be missing to
make the best possible decision.
2. Spend an additional five minutes with your teammate, who has been
given five different sources, putting all ten of your sources in
order of best to worst source.
We will then come together as a large group and discuss our rankings.
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